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i hose who tuwe had a chance for four years and
could not produce peace should not be given
another chance."Richard Nixon October 9, 1968
Special "take a m ad (fake a stand)’’issue

v o l .4 no. 13

tho grand voHoy state colleges

M ay 4,1972

Community Council M eets
Dorm sW in, D ogs Lose, W ar Ties
by Ed Hoogterp
The Community Council
voted last Friday to set aside
Thursday, May 4 as a day of
moratorium to encourage the
members of the Community to
reflect upon the issues o f the
renewed bombing attacks in
Southeast Asia. In separate
actions
the
Council
also
re c o m m e n d e d
th a t
the
Dormitory visitation policy be

Vice-President Ken Venderbuah
read a memo from President
Lubbers. The memo was written
in 1969 to outline the college’s
policy for a moratorium staged
is October of that year.
Venderbush said that both he
and the President agreed that the
policy contained «u the memo
were still “amazingly up to
date.” The basic points of the
continued for another year with policy are: 1. classes will be
only minor changes, and that the held se usual; 2. Faculty who
College stop allowing pets inside feel compelled by conscience to
suspend their classes may do so;
campus buildings.
3. Students may decide to
Supporters of the May 4 attend classes or not; 4. library
moratorium
presented
the and offices will be kept open but
Council with 535 signatures on staff members will be allowed to
petitions asking that the College participate in the day’s activities;
cancel classes or sponsor special 5. The college will furnish
activities to relate the day to the equipment for a “Teach-in.”
issues of the war. Ken Schepers, Lubbers also stated In the memo
a TJC student speaking for the that the CcSege was “not ready
group
that
circulated the to speak as one voice about Viet
petitions, reported that the Nam” and that “the decision of
sgneturss had bees gathered is conscience” must seat with ths
leas sham s a t dav and said that
this indicated that the m j e n h
5L63 3BSp6fS Iir§fi n n l t u n s
o f the GVSC community is although the College couldn’t
opposed to the war and in favor
i one voice in 1969,
of taking anti-war action on May
had changed enough in
4. Schepers s!t*d that all
years that now *t is
college activities be suspended
possible.
He again asked the
for the day in order to devote
council
to
recommend that the
“one hundred percent o f our
«uci£y io non-violent anti-war
functions” in protest o f the war.
activity.”
Ken Fridass made a motion
Council member Ken Fridsma
said that the 500 signatures to create a steering committee to
up the moratorium day
might net indicate a majority set
since there are nearly four according to the guidelines of
students here,
Hm> the Lubbers memo. After
Council had no way o f knowing Fridsma’s motion was passed,
adopted
a
that supporters o f the war could theCouncil
not “go out and get a thousand companion resolution which
signatures in a day.” Ken stated that the Community
is
“against
the
John son
CAS
faculty Council
on the council, continuation o f the war,* and
to
the “ current
that he doubted if the opposed
SijiwMSy the use
could
devote
oas
bombing.”
The
hundred percent of its energy to
Council directed that a letter be
WaHtce, CAS math sent to dm faculty to explain the
councils position.
prof sod a member o f the i
Mid that the petition
in such a way as to give
R ig h ts
the cottage three options: Pint,
Re-evahsatiou o f t i n ;
he said, all classes could be
ad the Cottage

Student

Affairs

J o sa d a

allowing visitation only until
J0:00
p.m.
during
the
e d u c a tio n a l
period
was
unnecessarily restrictive. The
council changed the regulation
to allow visitation tfl midnite.
Jones also told the council
that the wording of the eecort
policy should be changed since
its interpretation had caused
some confusion. The policy
requires that visitors be escorted
“ to and from the lobby,” and
Jones mid that this had been
misinterpreted by a few people
to mean that, after being
escorted to the floor, a visitor
free to wander the halls.
Jcsss SSid t i... of « |u iw a
housing referrals this year,
sixteen were for violation of the
escort policy. He asked the
council to re-word the policy so
that opposite sex visitors would
need an escote “ to and from the
lobby and at all times when not
is the host’s m oan’’ The council
----- U s s « *
rscofflffisadatiSB.
TJC
representative John
Benser said that, since file policy
did not specifically require
escn»t- i i att times, the cottage
should apologize to those people
who were referred for being
unescorted is tho haSa. He also
mggnered that, if any fines had
been levied in theee cases, the
money should be returned.
Jones said that the offenders had
been aware that the intent o f the
policy was to require escorts at
aB times and that they had used
eta wording o f the policy as a
“loophole”.
Assistant Dean
David Lorenz said that the
offenders
had * ’durposuh
misconstrued” the intent o f the
policy. The

its full furry (sorry about that)
against campus animal lovers by
passing a resolution banning pets
from ail campus buildings and
requiring that no pets be
brought on campus without a
The great dog debate actually
started at the March 17
Community Council meeting. At
that
meeting Dave Bager,
Chairman of the Committee on
Campus Life, presented a
resolution that asked dog owners
to “ be aware that some members
of the community do not share
your love for animals.” The CCL
resolution
»w> encouraged
owners to use their common
sense in the handling of their
dogs, particularly in case of
“ defecation”.
The
Council
defeated the resolution at the
March meeting, and asked the
Committee on Campus Life to
formulate a more specific

-C
*_

with a very specific Proposal
that would have provided a fine
of five doEere for ssy o m who
brought a dog on campus.
John Benser moved to
substitute a resolution asking
that dogs be iS o v M on campus,
but barred from buildings unless
on a leash. Kan Fridsma asked
for an amendment to Banaar s
substitution to require that the
lean* ha held by a human being.
Bager asked to substitute the
word “pets” for “ dap *. After
the awjaiidhig was dons, the
motion (to substitute Bower's
resolution
for
the
CCL
resolution) was defatted. This
left the Council to ones again
the merits o f the
the CAS Faculty, moved to
substitute a resolution that no
t e
to

dogs be allowed in academic
buildings. Fridsma suggested
that the leash should be held by
a human being Bager asked to
change “ flog*’’ to
“ pets”
Someone else wanted to ban the
pets from aO of the campus
b u ild in g s .
A fte r
th e se
amendments were added, the
motion
Freshman representative Josh
Austin asked if this meant the*
the ducks on Zumberge pond
would have to be kept on a
leash. Council president Paul
Royce said that this would not
be necessary since the ducks u t
c o lle g e
p ro p e rty .
Ken
Vanderbuah facetiously (I think)
explained that the ducks are fed
and maintained thru plant
department funds, and are
therefore in reality not pets but
s part o f the physical plant
order, since the Council had
already passed the resolution.
Somebody else (by this time It
was very difficult to keep the
names straight) said that he
thought the council had only
paMed a motion to substitute
the Johnson resolution for the
original one under consideration
and that neither resolution had
been adopted.
The secretary read back the
motion, and parliamentarian
Fred Creager ruled that the
wording was such that ths
Council had indeed adopted a
new pet policy, “although we
did it a little backwards.”
John Benser asked that the
policy not go into affect at Mast
until it could be printed la ths
Lentaom. Kan Venderbush Mid
that the policy would not be
official until it is approved by
ItM M M S S

^
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GUKBUnDHIC PROSPECTS:1980
by Frank Bodenmiller

Student Activities Fee:
Where does ItGo?
A! tbs sssjs time that hs pays
his tuition each term, each
Grand Valley student also pays
an extra $3.00, which is known
as the Student Activities Fee. As
tar as most students know, inis
$3.00 then disappears into the
morass, never to be heard from
again. In the interests of
providing
in fo rm atio n

department; i.e., fee monies may
not be used to supplement
College or departmental budget
deficiencies;
5) Any portion of student
wages, grants or salaries;
6 ) Retroactive funding;
7) Support of any event
involving the consumption of
alcoholic beverages.
a?
T k■aw

nuaka

ka
vr \ti issaw

fam twa
f n r "***/
snu

Fee Committee on all publicity
relevant to the activity.
Allocations made during the
month of February are listed
below. The allocations made
during later months wili be
published by the Lanthorn as
they are made available.
2-3-72
GV Veterans Associationunasvw —* s

AA

concerning exactly where your non -coll eg e
activities ' or
Campus Activities-Purchase
$3.00 goes, the Lanthorn
programs is subject to broader WASP equipment -4 5 5 .0 0
presents this article on the consideration by the committee
Ski & Cance Club—Ski trip
Student Activities Fee Budget and
appropriate
College
transportation - 360.00
Committee.
channels.
There
are
also
2-4-72
The S.A.F.B.C. is the group automatic stipulations governing
CAS Admissions Account No.
that determines how your all allocations, which are as
12301 for faculty evaluations money is spent. It has the power follows:
375.00
to allocate money to ar.y group
I)
All
aspects
of
the 2-10-72
or organization which it feels is allocation and the purposes and
K-Skull Organ-finance band
deserving. There are guidelines constituency of all units or
for dance - 500.00
set up, however, which the individuals involved must be in
GV Band-publicity costs for
committee must abide by. The accordance with the regulations
March concert - 20.00
use o f student activities fee and policies of Grand Valley
2-21-72
monies i> prohibited for the State College;
GV'
Student
Theatre
following:
2)
A report of the requesting C lub-play “ Drecula” - 900.00
1) Continuous funding for unit’s current financial status
ExCo-m ini concert - 150.00
inter-collegiate athletics;
The
S.A.F.B.C. currently'
will be expected with the
2) Any materials, equipment request;
consists of two students from
or property which would involve
Council,
two
3)
All unused funds and any Community
any question of ownership after income up to the amount of the
students elected at large, the
termination of the designated allocation will be returned to the
Student Activities Coordinator
and Mi ewtstxm , rod ctc fticnKy
3) Any
event
primarily event for which the allocation
member. Plans are underway to
related by intent of the request was approved;
revise the membership to be
to any academic requirement.
4)
All expenditures must m o r e
representative.
One
Consideration wili be given to match the stated purpose of the
proposal is to have at least one
nusibei of students potentially request;
student from each college on the
bene fit ted by the event;
S)
Credit will be given the committee, so that no college is
4 } S ub s id y
fo r
t h e maintenance of any College or
slighted.

become necessary to erect or
Campusversal disatisfaction construct temporary facilities to
with the size limitations of the satisfy the needs of the ever
increasing population. Viable
Fine Arts Center have led many
to ponder the future of Grand alternatives to building shortages
Valley regarding much needed are quonset huts, geodesic
domes, mobile trailers, and
extra space.
The Fine Arts Center is inflatable tents.
It will be approximately 1977
already too small and the
before
a new academic complex
explanation for this “ mishap”
is
built,
containing additional
could fill a book. (See President
classrooms
and faculty offices.
Lubbef s : letter regarding this
According
to
administrative
question, page 5 ). Nothing can
sources
these
temporal
facilities
be done and the Arts people will
will
be
“
less
monumental”
than
have to subdue their tears
existing
buildings.
Grand
Valley
because another building will be
builtfor them around 1976. The State Colleges st that stsjs in
future
music
center
and their development, may begin to
auditorium will complement the take on the appearance of a
Fine Arts Center. Hopefully, Marine Corps b ase-a city
however, the present Fine Arts designed by R. Buckminster
Center will be doing the F u ller-a trailer p s rk -o r even s
circus.
complementing.
Vice President Hills i» already
Next year, Seideman House
having
a difficult time finding
will be complementing Huron
room
for
the sixty new staff
Hall, for this years student
members
joining
GVSC’s ranks
center will become next years
next
fall.
The
squabble
for space
TJC addition. Expantion of TJC
has necessitated this move. TJC is upon us.
Ap parently,
Hills
and
is slso hoping for s new building
Kolenbrander,
Lubbers
assistant,
- one they can call their ow n
An architect has drawn plans for are heading the quest for space
an area south of Lake Huron drive. Dr. Kolenbrander insists
Hall Prospects for this move are that there “are efficiency of
operations that haven’t been
very dim at this moment.
The results of this move, and looked into at this time.” There
the conversion of the Crew are solutions to space problems
House, Pooh’s Comer, into a day other than the erection o f the
center means only one student new facilities. Dr. Kolenbrander
more
efficient
center for next year. The sugg est s
following year will witness a new scheduling of classes with more
student center which promises emphasis on night classes, as
to be much larger than the' examples. Last year there was a
suggestion of operating the
existing Commons.
colleges
on
Loutit Hall is also feeling the a u t o n o m o u s
space squeeze. The building was alternating three day week
constructed
for a dam pus systems. This suggestion has
enrollment of 3,000. Projected been put on file. He also insists
1972-73 enrollment is 5,000, that the campus is underusing as
and it will not be until the well m overusing its resources.
There
is
no n#*o to
following year, 1974, that a
second science building i» tu be despaii^Grand Valley will have
buxli. By that time it may its own s w i m m p o o l fey 1975.

HighSchools Crowd GVSC on ForeignLanguageDay
Some of Grand Valley’s
students may have noticed that
there was something out of the
ordinary about the campus last
Friday, without really being able
to put their finger on exactly
whsi it was. There was just sort
nf

•

d i f f e r* e n t

byy Barbara Beaton
faculty.
Languages
covered
during the day included French,
German, Latin, Russian, and
Spanish. The day was sponsored
by
the
foreign
language
department of CAS.
Many Grand Valley students

f* e" «— l * —» d— i f f e r e n t

were somewhat perplexed by
atmosphere about the campus. t h i s
largely
unannounced
What caused this unusual invasion o f high school students.
climate, the Lanthorn was able During the early hours, before
to learn, was the addition of the number o f added people
about 2500 students to the became too great, many students
campus, during the Grand Valley thought that it must be
Foreign Language Day. While registration day at Thomas
this only represented a 60% Jefferson, and therefore all of
increase in the total student the TJC students were visiting
body, there were enough extra the campus. However, as the day
bodies milling about campus to wore on, it became apparent
be noticed by those who cared that there were more strangers
to look.
on campus th iu the TJC theory
The 2500 students came from could account for, and that they *
more than 36 area high schools.
weren’t freaky looking enough
They c o s w n td on Grand Valley anyway.
in order to take part in the
Other theories were then
various events held throughout •ought to explain for the odd
the day, which were connected abundance o f people. One
the study o f foreign explanation which
Groups from the didn’t happen to be true, hut it
put on skits, was interesting in its own right.
revues,
and
m u s ic a l
It v n that all o f this was just a
itions, ell done in •
r, a sort o f trial run, o f
it wiH be Ik e two years
the

6 .000 .
stu d en ts*
reactions.
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Community Street Fair
Celebrates Spring
by Ken Schepers
Spring is here and the time is
right, there were people ringing
and dancing to a spring time new
beat. Grand Valley College
students, faculty, and staff were
treated to a bit of that New
O rle a n s
French
Quarter.
Greenwich Village. Washington
Square, San Francisco, Golden
Gate Park atmosphere last week
Tuesday.
Street musicians, artists, and
craftsmen-wo men
from
the
college community were among
the contributors who added to
the
success of the
first
“Community Street Affair.” The
festive activities were located on
the lawn between Lake Superior
and the Library, and consisted
of people eelli?*; ««ich thins* as
macrame, pottery, jewelry, and
paintings.

bids were entered by interested
community members.
A varied assortment of
musical
entertainment
was
.provided by Grand Valley
students. Two folk singers, Allen
Ringw&ld and Bob Hammond,
were the first to gather their
forces and perform for the
audience that swelled to a few
hundred between classes and
tapered off to a few dozen
around the half hour. A broken
string on one of the guitars
ended the acoustic harmony of
Bob and Alien. The next
entertainers were the Danish
Rats which includes Bob Graves
on the guitar, Patrick Brennan on
alto sax, Chuck Heath on
percussion and harp, and Terry
Mohreon guitar, reciting poetry,
and microphone feedback. Each
Danish Bat performed somewhat
independently of the rest of the
Bats, this, along with the
loudness of each instrument p v e
the Danish Bats a certain high
volume improvisational jazz
effect.
The last group to perform at
the Community Street Affair,
and the musicians to draw the
largest
number
of people
together for the longest amount
of time, was the Oat Willie Blues
Band. With the addition of a
female vocalist, the Oat Willie
Blues Band p v e a gratifying
performance.
Compliments to ARA for
♦it**r fr«B ooffac and lemonade,
and the AV Department for
their technical assistance.
The Community Street Affair
was sponsored by the CAS Art
Department and the Lanthorn.
A second Community Street
Affair is planned for next month
and may include a debate
between the student candidate*
running for EXCO President.

The
artists
and
craftsmen-women
were
more
The Oat Willie Blues Band played to a receptive audience at the Street affair.
than satisfied with the response
they received from passers-by.
David Dick, selling his pottery,
was exuberantly displaying five
| sr.d ten dollar bills that he had
acquired in exchange for his
earthenware pieces. Another
artist, Margaret Boyce, received
many requests for custom-made
orders of her jewelry. Tht arts
By Dave Aussicker
and crafts were not limited to
efforts of such groups as Nader’s board of trustees to collect $3 only domestic wares, John
In Lansing, Washington, and Raiders, American Civil Liberties from each student per year to be Gazen from Thomas Jefferson
other seats o f government
U nion,
and
r e s e a r c h given to PIRGIM. The $3 is College, was selling tapestries
around the country, there are organisation* studying social m fuadabU to th ose w ho d o not im ported from India. The affair
lobMss for alm ott any group one change, PIRGs seek to represent wish to support th s program.
alao had an o m t oppuiicuust in
c m i—-j{-7^s~ccpt a lobby for
the public interest.
Such a plan might eventually bogus David Hayter, who’ felt no
the public.
Their
activities
include raise about $ 200,000 annually shame or guilt in selling “ dime
Ai government regulation and investigation of public issues, to support as many as 20 b a p o f Grand Valley stones,”
control affecting many areas of legislative lobbying, education, full-time
professional
staff and “used bricks wrapped in
our daily lives has increased in legal action and putting pressure members • — a director, lawyers, c e l l o p h a n e . ”
The
Plant
the last century, the process by on regulatory agencies to live up and scientists.
Department had little difficulty
While the professionals would selling a band saw, sail boat, and
which governmental decision* wvr msvu sVBpOllMIIUlMM.
lum iture that had accumulated
Here on the GVSC campus, a provide needed e x p a n a
have been made has changed.
of
students
are continuity over summers ssd on the Grand Valley campus
In st ead
of
thoughtful number
consideration by disinterested organizing a group to be called school vacations, PIRGIM would over the yean, a total of sixty
representatives, legislation and Public Interest Research Group be student controlled. A board
of
student
Michigan.
(PIRGIM) c o m p o s e d
regulation are far too often the In
from
all
“ purge
’em” , repre senta tives
result of conflicting claims by Pronounced
pressure groups, flexing their PIRGIM is being organized on participating schools would set
priorities and direct the staff.
campuses across the state to
political muscle.
Students would be more directly
a
statew ide,
The public interest often s u p p o r t
as
volunteer
loses cut in the crush-lobbyists student-supported professional i n v o l v e d
researchers,
office
workers,
blocking action in areas such as lobby for the public. The first
consumer protection, ecology, college to establish this^plawas speakers, etc. They could also
by Paul Mitchell to the G.I. Bills of World War II
participate in PIRGIM-funded
health care and anti-discrimina the University of Michigan,
Vietnam
veterans
now and Korea, today’s G.I. Bill is
summer research projects to attending college in Michigan are not sufficient. The veterans in
where students have successfully
tion enforcement.
expand the scope of the group’s finally
To counteract this situation, initiated their program with
pushing
the
State Michigan fee! that the state can
activities.
groups of students across the student funds.
Legislature in Lansing. The help ease their financial burdens.
Once
operational,
“the veterans have organized a “ Many states,” reported one
The idea behind PIRGIM is
country are organizing to form
general areas o f PIRGIM concern “ V i e t n a m
public interest research groups, simple, students at each college
Era
Veterans veteran, “give their veterans
will
inclu de
consum er Legislative Day” on May 9th in bonuses amounting to several
or PIRGs. Modeled on the' around the state petition their
■protection, resource planning, an attempt to have a tuition h u n d r e d
do lla rs
up on
(occupational safety, protection grant passed through the house completion of their military
| Activities for May 4 Moratorium
jof environmental quality, racial and brought to a public vote in service. So far, the State of
sex
discrim ination, November. The bill, which has Michigan has done nothing for
All community members are encouraged to not attend and
landlord-tenant, relations, health lain dormant in committee since its veterans.”
Iclasses and to participate in moratorium activities.
care, (and) the functioning and being passed by the Senate in
The
group
who
is
structure o f public and private August 1971, is designed to give sponsoring the day, the Michigan
institutions.’’
10:00 AM Workshops; Seidman Kt
a tuition grant o f up to SI ,000 a Association
of
Collegiate
The GVSC crusade to tie-in year to Michigan veterans in Veterans, is urging all veterans
with PIRGIM will begin with a Michigan colleges. The purpose to attend the meetings in
Moratorium workshops wfll be formulated to
petition
drive commencing the o f the “ Legislative” day is to Lanring oa “ l egislative Day**.
action. The workshops
first part of May. The petitioners meet with House and Senate They also stress that each chib
to will be seeking 2000 signatures Appropriations and Veteran’s feould notify their local T.V.
to
to te l on their petition uking the Affairs committees and urge and News media fe an attempt
board o f control to aaeeas each them to get the MB onto the to receive good coverage and
presented a t the afternoon f«
student $3
House floor. The grant would that each dub riwnld get fe
Whatever
the
results
o
f
this
not
interfere with the Federal touch with their local
library steps or Armstrong
money now being received by
Mke a good id n f o r M t h the
a senior at
the Gi. Bill and
Mndant and the public at largeV alcy, who has bean
hi fact, tarn the federal
at the forum w fl be Dr. David HenehofT, j But like moat rampaigm,
with Veteran's dubs
for Hefei expenses,
the ones that involve
years,- raid this about
receive $205 for
Wayne State IM wn ity ftufamor and member o f the]
the merits o f such a
the
taxpayer it
o f the National Peace A ctio
wig not he exonerated
to can about the
Vcnderbmh w M speak for the GVSC| nmfl it receives the support o f
if the veteran does not
SI75 par
the student body, the cofiant
that he la wfefeg to

PIRGIM Investigates Legislative
Issu es to Defend Public

Michigan Viet Vets
to AskTuiton Giant

The

KenMorgan vs.
Baclcwara Faculty
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SPRING as
an EDITORIAL

by Barbara C ullinane

by Paul Johnston
of the world, is in a line waiting to get their piece
M other fo r th and / sat around and drank a few off me. and some of you are turning to the others
beers and had a few laughs the other day. I t was a and saying “maybe we shouldn't be doing this”
nice day and / wasn V doing anything and none o f and you don 7 even get out of the line, for Christ's
m y regular drinkin ’ buddies were around so / just sake. You say you ’re defending me and then you
said why not. / always liked drinking with chicks
anyway.
A t first we just drank and shot the breeze,
talkin ’ about the weather and such, the tw o o f us
not being very well acquainted. A fter we'd had a
few , however. M other Earth opened up a little and
we got to talking about spring.
She was a little upset about all the people
bitchin’ about how late it was this year. Damn
people just w eren’t getting the point, she said. I t
was m y intention not to have spring at all this
year, or summer, or anythin; errent winter
I asked her why, and that was a mistake. She
really took o f f talking a streak as chicks can do
when they get fe d up with the inability o f
anybody to understand them. / couldn’t fo llow
everything she said, but she was certainly mad.
Talking about how us people could run around
bombing the hell out o f her and putting shit in her
air and poisoning her water supply, and using up
all her resources that she’d spent all these years
building up to make electric can openers and
butter spreaders and paper plates so we d id n 't have
to bother doing dishes and God knows what else
and we still expected her to go right on smiling
end having seasons and nor pay any attention.
Raping m e / w ouldn't like, she said, but 1 could
take it. B ut this continuous gang bang is more than
I can take. Y o u ’re stepping on me and killing m e
just fo r yo u r own purposes and pleasures and
conveniences and then yo u get m ad and sewar at

drive o ff in your goodamned car and buy gas from
Standard O il o f N ew Jersey, and charge it on yo u r
Master Charge Card and
Hey. wait a second. / said, a person c a n t live
here i f he doesn t have a car so he can get to the
store so he can eat. You gotta eat to live. No shit,
said M other Earth and where does the fo o d you
buy at M eijer’s Thrifty Acres com e from ? From
you, I said No shit, said M other Earth.
She just sm iled then and leaned back and drank
her beer. She looked at me. waiting fo r me to say
...... ... ........O' / finished TSiy beer, CTifiklzd U§j i w uifi,
and threw it in the waste basket.
G etting back to yo u r thing aboui n ot having
spring, / said, what would that prove? N othing to
you imbeciles, she said, th a t’s why / d id n ’t do it.
For a fe w days / held out, still having snow when
it was supposed to be spring, but yo u never p u t
tw o and tw o together. You never thought o f war
and pollution and strip mining and some o f you
idiots eating like kings while others starve to death
with bloated bellies You never thought about
anything except when is this snow gonna go away
so I can lay out in the sun and get a tan.
She started raising her voice now. A ll o f you are
against war, she shouted, and yo u still have war.
Y ou’r e all against pollution and yo u still have
pollution. You all w ant justice but there is no
justice. You all love your brothers but y o u ’d slit
his throat fo r a buck. A nd yo u know why?
Because none o f yo u really give a goddamn fo r all
me when / have it snow a couple of extra days.
those things you ,,betteve in ” when it come? right
/ cpuld see that this conversation was not going down to yo u r ow n com fort or discom fort. Well, alt
well so / tried to change the subject. / pointed out / got to say is to hell w ith you.
What? i said.
that som e o f us were trying to do something about
To hell with yo u all, she said.
the war and pollution and stuff. Yeah, right on,
Women can be so bitchy when they get drunk.
she said, the whole human race, at least in this part

As a student o f the College o f Art and Sciences, / would
like to express my views concerning the recent unfair
decision ruled against Psychology Professor Ken Morgan
by his fellow department members. He has recently been
denied contract renewal by those who consider themselves
more knowledgable, the action was grounded on his
questionable teaching methods. Certainly la m not the sole
student holding the following opinions, and I thereby hope
JO sf)eak for other students as well.
j d o n t k n o w K en M organ. I ’ve n e v e r h a d a n y Classes
w ifh h im B u f j th in ^ ^ e ’s g e ttin g screw ed. I ’m n o t
in te r e s te d in d e fe n d in g K en M organ as p e rso n , ra th e r I am
d u h %en M organ as in n o v a tiv e in stru c to r. O nce
w n iw n re
w n.
* . . .
■
again, in th e c y c le o f c ltc h h is th e s h “" n in 8 o f th e fe a r fu l
n e w a n d th e reta in in g o f th e c o m fo rta b le old.
A n y resp e ct th a t I m a y h a ve h a d f o r th e a ssu m e d ly
in te lle c tu a lly lib e ra te d fa c u lty h a s d r o p p e d a co n sid era b le
fra c tio n . / fin d it d iffic u lt to tr u s t th o s e w h o , d e sp ite th e
f aC[ th a t th e y c e rta in ly m u s t h o ld valuable a n d sa m e tr u th s

o f a liberal education as Prof. Morgan, refuse to stand up
in defense o f a fellow scholar. Yes, once again the stuffy
stereo-types who do little more for students than give
lectures, exams, and grades (hopefully a minimal amount
o f A ’s) triumph. He who employs any bit o f progression
and student-responsibility has been suppressed—and has
been treated as a threat to the easy way o f dispensing
education, a way which requires a minimal amount o f
effort on the part o f the instructor.
Among the most banal processes on this campus is that
o f faculty evaluating faculty. There appears to he no
substantial ground for these evaluations, since the
members are not particularly well-acquainted, do not
attend each others classes, and probably have very little in
common. How, then, do Prof. Morgan’s fellow liberal
education instructors find themselves in a position o f valid
judgement? Apparently, the fundamental upset among
those who know better is that Prof. Morgan allows
students to evaluate their own work. What could this
in itia te b u t Increased s tu d e n t re s p o n sib ility ? In stru c to rs, f

think, need the security o f department students, which
permits them the comforts o f uncomplicated teaching.
Unlike Prof. Morgan, some seem unaware o f the fact that
the student suffers from ibis dependency
T radi tto n a lly , education has been the most exciting and
evolving element in society. With education has come
physical and mental liberation. By this token, it would be
assumed that educators, those who direct this process
would be among society's primary innovators. This is
1972, we are on the verge o f social upheaval. The cry now
is for more and more liberation. The demand is for
self-expression, self-creation, and personal freedom. And
Ken Morgan has been fired because he allowed students to
be treated as human beings well adept to the processes o f
thinking. This is Grand Valley State College, in the heart
o f ihe mid-west, where everything new is five year old.
Finally, new ideas on liberated education are making way
into the closed system. Nevertheless, Ken Morgan gives too
many A ‘s and students are not meam to be responsible.
This problem is not Prof. Morgan’s, rather it belongs to
every other faculty member on campus. The question here
is not one o f Ken Morgan breaking the rules, rather it is a
question c f the validity o f the rules.
The best way to convince anyone o f anything is to give
them a quote from some provocative person, particularly a
person o f the past, since those o f the present are to be
treated with skepticism. So here I.rely on Albert Camus
and the Rebel; “The rebel is a man who is on the point o f
accepting or rejecting the sacred and determined on laying
claim to a human situation in which all the answers are
human-in other words, formulated in reasonable terms. ”

LANTHORN Look* for
N *w Sutinats Manager
The LtHthom is look i f for a
tommm manager for the
1972-73 academic year. The
beamem manager's job soaafct*
of
keeping
the
books,
the office staff,
^
_

W AR

PROTESTER

be O M
the job

t1”

to the Lutthom office by
Friday, May 12. Applicants will
then be interne wed by numbers
o f the newspaper board on
Monday, May IS. It * hoped
that the portion can b e tte d by
May IS in order to p se the
to orientt thenew

LETTERS to the EDI TOR
LU BAIRS
EXPLAINS
NEW BUILDING
To the Editor:
I can understand Miss Patter’s
concern
about
crowded
conditions in the Fine Arts
Center (ref., Letters to the
Editor, Lanthom, February 10,
i972). She objects to the
construction of a new student
center when there is an apparent
need for academic facilities.
The funds to build academic
facilities come from State
appropriations, while money to
construct student centers and
dormitories are loaned to the
college
by
the
Federal
government to supplement a
student fee or charge. In the past
year, the State of Michigan has
been faced with a shortage of
cash for construction projects.
Grand Valley received money to
complete the Fine Arts Center
but no funds to begin new
projects. Federal money is
available, however, so we are
able to go forward with the
student center plans this year.
In the Governor’s budget
proposal for the fiscal year
beginning July 1. 1972, he
recommends to the Legislature
that Grand Valley receive
appropriations for a new science
building and a maintenance
building. We also requested
money to plan for additional
classroom, office, fine arts, and
physical education facilities.
Himoa thay a n not in the
G overnors
recommendation,
our
chances
of
receiving
appropriations for them in the
next fiscal year an» needy
impossible. Next year we wtfl
ask again. If enrollment moves
toward the 10,000 student
number projected by 1980, the
case
for
added
academic
facilities wiii- become stronger.
We
have
had
good
cooperationfrom the Legislature,
the Governor, and the agencies
in I « n « m that handle budgeting
and bunding. When money is
available and our case is good,
we receive a favorable response.
Hopefully, the revenue situation
will improve.
When construction o f the
Fine Arts Center began, we
knew the budding would be
crowded immediately upon its
completion. The choice facing us

to buiid what we
oonld with the maximum dollars
the Legislature was ready to
appropriate at the rime or forget
■hout the project. I hope we can
add to our fine arts facilities in
the future.

If at this rime, the funds am
not
available
for
the
construction of a parking lot, a
temporary lot should be set up
at minimal coat; perhaps only
gravel on top of the gram that
would be destroyed anyways in
Sincerely, the actual construction, would
Aread D. Lubbers suffice until improvements can
President be afforded.
In any ease, it should be the
duty o f the Task Force to seek
out all possible alternatives
before inflicting any additional
SU PPO RT
financial burden on the G.V.S.C.
students.
I am sure that the presence of
Dear Editor
parking
gates at the present
Thursday, May 4th, has been
parking
lots
would cause great
called as a National Moratorium
discomfort
among
the students
Day and also as a day of
now
here;
in
fact, such
moratorium at Grand Valley. We
discomfort
may
be
present to
wish to encourage all students
give,
I
guess,
the
parking
gate an
and faculty to reschedule classes
average
life
expectency
of no
and to participate in the
more
than
3
to
5
days.
moratorium activities and in the
on-going work against America’s
Oppressively Yours,
war of obliteration in Indochina.
Larry Schumer
Merrill Rodin
Earl Heuer
Jerry Diller
(T utors, TJC)

URGE

ANOTHER
ANGLE on the
PROBLEM
W H Y BURDEN
STUDENTS?
To the Editor

The committee on parking
lots proposes to deal with the
commuting problem at Grand
Valley by imposing a trivial fee
fo r
both
d a il y
and
by-the-quarter parking. The only
effect this fee will have will be
to annoy people and raise a little
money for more parking lots. It
w ill
not
solve
the
ccssastgT-irasapcrt
psobScas,
but rather s like treating cancer
with aspirin-the symptoms are
lest painful for a while.
The transport “cancer” at
GVSC is the singie-Hiisiuger car.
i aee tw o ways of treating it.
One is to cut the problem away
with mats transit. This is
probably the best treatment, but
it has to be undertaken by
experts and com puters-and I
certainly hope they get at it.
Another, less complicated,
treatment is to confine the
transport
’’c a n c e r ”
by
encouraging each driver to take
several passengers. The irritant
fees the perking committee
proposes will not accomplish
this; but the following pUu wffi.
1. Levy a fee at entry to the
parking lota. Suggested rates:
Driver o n l y ................... $1.00
Driver and passenger . . $0.50
M o re .................................Free
2. Before
school
opens,
prepare
end
distribute
a
directory of all students and
staff, listed both alphabetically
and by area of residence. This
will facilitate forming car pools,
and for this propose it makes
yttie difference if the directory
The LANTHORN is the student newspaper o j Grand is not complete o r fully
Dear Editor
It is very sad when a school
that is located so far from *he
city has to shift the financial
responsibility for parking onto
the students, faculty, and
employees when so much space
is already available. It may be
true that schools such as Wayne
State U. and U. o f Michigan may
be justified Ifi chaiyfig Sos
parking because large structures
are required and they are not
used solely by the school people;
Grand Valley State CoSeas Hm
a s sxo iss for charging students
to use space the college already
owns, and that the students
already have a right to by paying
tuition. Tuition coven credit
hours and the facilities for the
daasta to be conducted in; and
just by the nature o f this college,
it should also cover space for
one to put their vehicle to make
attendance possible.
In addition, in this case, when
the administration allows m a n
students to ester the college, s
number that places a critical
strain. on the present parking
facilities, it should be the
responsibility of the school to
supply the additional parking
space necessary, at the school’s
b!

HA PPINES5
I S ...
Everybody want to be happy. True happiness is hard to
agree on. but most people accept the idea that a happy
person is a fulfilled person A question everybody asks is.
"How can we become fulfilled?’’ The consensus is that we
fust reach out for whatever meets our needs and desires.
When, as children, we first try this reaching out we seek
satisfaction in candy bars and new toys. We soon find omt
that what we're looking for is not found in those kinds o f
things. So rather than trying to satisfy our deep needs with
"body things” we reach into the inner man. Then we
attem pt to satisfy these deep needs by commitments to
peace, to mankind, and in general to a type o f moral code.
As whole people we can't ignore either realm - "body
things” or "inner things. ” But the fact is-w e fail. Candy
only makes us happy for a little while, then it's gone,
marching on Washington seems to have no concrete
e ffe c t-it just becomes a memory, and mediation takes so
long before any results are apparent. We fail.
Although there is value in eating, acting on something
you believe in. or developing patience to reach a
sought-after goal, none o f these really makes it. We reason
that the theory is not wrong, i t ’s just that we aren’t trying
hard enough. But can we ever try hard enough ? Is ali we
can do ever going to be enough? Hence we're really not
failing the moral theory, w e’re fust not happy!
Christ picked up on this and everyone cites him for His
great moral teachings. But He didn't say that the way to
fulfillment was by trying to keep that moral theory. What
He did say w as- "For this is the will o f the Father, that
everyone who beholds the Son, and believes in Him, may
have eternal life... "(John 6:40).
Now we were happy when we were digging on the candy
bar, and the peace march was an experience w e’ll never
forget, but the big deal is that those happinesses are
transitory. So real happiness must be eternal. This eternal
happiness or complete fulfillment can‘t come by any effort
o n o u r p a rt. I t ca n o n ly c o m e b y b e lie v in g —b e lie v in g in

Jesus.
Why Jesus?
Faith is validated only by the object o f that faith. For
example, a guy believes that a girl loves him, but no matter
how sincere and fervent this belief is. if she doesn't...she
doesn’t. But the trick is-h e doesn’t know. What this guy
has to do is to step out on faith. This is the only way he ’l l
know if the girl loves him (what he believes is true.)
This is what faith is all about. Step out and you Mfind
out if your faith is substantiated. A guy often doesn’t
know if a girl loves him or not. People often don’t know
that Jesus loves them. But if what He says is true, then this
must be the complete fulfillment, for He says. "I have
come in order that they might have life, life in ail its
fulness. ” (John 10:10) Just as this guy believes that the
girl’s love will fulfill his manhood, so do we believe that
Jesus can fulfill our personhood. How do we know that
this is true? We believe that Jesus is who He said He is.
And we believe that nothing else we can do can fulfill us.
Positive Step Number One: We ask Jesus to fulfill us by
coming into lives. That’s like this guy w e’ve been talking
about who goes up to the girl and blurts out, "I believe
you love me, do you?"
Positive Step Number Two: We believe that Jesus will
come into our hues and grant us eternal fulfillment. This is
like the guy expecting the girl to say. "Yes. I love you. ”
Positive Step Number Three: Then the guy says to his
girl, "Thanks for loving me, I love you lo o ." before she has
a chance to answer. And so it is with Jesus, we thank Him
| Valley State College. The opinions expressed in the
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A G u id e fro Foreign Stu d ies O ffered a t G V SC
by Mardi Arnold
Grand Valley students who
are tired of cold winters,
freetint winds or any other
adverse conditions can fet away
from this campus and study
abroad. There is a program
within the college, called the
International Studies Program,
that provides students a way to
continue their education abroad.
H us program, headed by Dr.
Ezra Gearhart of Holland, has
been growing tremendously.
There are opportunities for
Grand Valley students to study
in nine different countries
through
programs
directly
ad m inistered
by
the
International Studies Program or
through affiliated organizations.
Each year there are new places
to go to study. Some of the
different sections of the program
are for an academic year while
others
are
only
summer
Information
concerning
whom to get in touch with for
mom ore information will be
given at the caul o f this article.

One place o f study is in
Au&iria, near Klagenfurt. This
program is a summer program
and to with Grand VaBey’e
German
Language
Summer
School.
This program is totally
administered by Grand Valley. It
begins July 10 and continues
through
August
18.
This
program is open to all qualified
undergraduates and selected
graduate
students
from
accredited institutions in the
U.S.
The town o f Klagenfurt is the
capital of the state of Csriathia.
Carinthia is a picturesque,
mountaineous province rich in
history
and
cultural
opportunities. It is situated near
the beautiful W orthem e near
the borders of Yugoslavia and
Italy.
T he re
w ill
be
opportunities to travel on the
weekends. Trips to Italy and
Yugoslavia, as well as to Vienna
are available.
There are classes offered in
the morning, consisting o f

semester of study in the
bi-cultural
atmosphere
of
Montreal, Canada. This program
is offered to Grand Valley
students through the college's
membership in the American
Association of State Colleges
and Universities.
In a statement concerning
this program. Dr. Gearhart says
“The multicultural structure o f
Canadian
society
provides
divenrived learning experiences."
He also stated that although
Canada border* the U.S.
her
history is relatively similar to
that of our country’s, very few
people know that much about
Canada.
T he
Canadian
Studies
Program offers Grand Valley
students with opportunities to
study at the hart universities of
Loyola College, McGill and Sir
George Williams Universities,
and the University of Montreal.
The studies will be conducted by
Canadian professors and scholars
an d
will
in c lu d e
an
inter disciplinary seminar on
broad Canadian topics; courses
in social sciences, humanities,
science, math, and education.
Seminars
and
independent
projects ate alao included.

Another program offered is
the one of study in Copenhagen,
Denmark. This program is
available through Grand Valley’s
affiliation with Northern Illinois
university.
The courses in this program
are taught by Danish professors
and will be taught in English,
except
those in i«t>gn«y

committee will review it and
these who are accepted wffl then
meet with an advisor to plan
their studies, which generally
equal the 45 hour* carried i*
Grand VsBey.
The
academic
year at
Lancaster is comprised of three
terms, running from October

Anofbar program offered by
th e
International
Studies
Prop— is the one in Rome,
Italy. It is offered in affBiatkM
with the American Association
of
State
Coleges
and
Universities and LouMaaa Tech
University.
The program uses Rome as
their base and ii equiped with
facilities that include toeeping
quarters, classrooms, recreation
and study areas and a dining
room. This program is a full year
program.
T u£ time is Rome wffl be
spent in studies and various
extraciricular
a c ti v it ie s .
Opportunities to see opens,
chamber music presentations,
theatre
performances,
and
special exhibitions. Students
may also take advantage of
sperial tours to the Italian AJp^
to Sicily and to other great
centers of Italian culture, such as
Venice, Florence and .Milan.
Optional tours to Greech, Israel
and Tunis will be offered in
connection with courses dealing
with history, geography, and
culture of the Mediterranean
Baton.
This program offers over
forty
courses,
taught
by
A m e ric a n
and
European
in archeology, art,
geography, history, international
and American studies, music,
philosophy,
and
theology,
political
science, sociology,
speech, and English, French,
Gsnnan. Greek, Italian, Latin,
Russian
and
Spanish.
in
raw**!
with- some o f these
courses, students n ay take field
tripe o r see tome of the totes in

Courses to be offered include
Social
Welfare in Denmark,
Government and Politics in
Contem porary
European
Society, Scandanavian A it and
P ro se,
International
and
Comparative Education, and

through the end of June.
Students, with guidance from
their advisors, may choose
undergraduate courses such as
biological sciences,
English,
chem istry,
econom ics,
mathematics, and computer
science, philosophy, Russian and
Soviet studies, just to name a
few.
The University of Lancaster is
largely a residential institution.
There are accomodations on
campus that are available and
which are within a five minute
walk from ail the univertoty
facilities. Restaurants and snack
oars are located at various paints
on campus. There are also
kitchen facilities in roost of the
residencies. Also, the students
from Grand Valley will not live
together but wffl be dispersed in

ace weekly trips to historic sites,

G.VAC.

For those o f you who speak
Spanish and would like to study
in a Spanish-speaking country,
maybe Puebla, Mexico would be
just the place for you.
This program is offered
through
the
American
Association of State Colleges
and Universities and Adams
State College of Colorado.
The raexkns program is
centered in the Univertoty of the
Americas,
located
on the
outskirts of Choiula, near the
major city of Puebla, Puebla is
the fourth largest city in Mexico
and is just a two hour drive from
Mexico City.
Facilities at
the center
include 26 new buildings which
includes the 16 residence halls
Within a abort distance from
the Univertoty lies a wealth of
cultural and artistic totes. One of
these is the largest pyramid in
the world and it is only a few
hour’s drive from Acapulco,
Mexico's Riviera. In addition to
these totes, there are numerous
Indian villages, daily and weekly
markets
where
handcrafted
goods may be purchased, and an
assortm ent o f cultural events
taking place almost weekly.
Courses are
taught
by
professors o f the University of
the Americas and indude such
offerings
as
Art,
Drama,
E ducation,
Economics,
S o cio lo g y ,
B usiness,
A nthropology,
History,
GcvwainssBf, Geography, Dssce,
Philosophy, and Spanish.

stu d en ts
from
a u E u jtn :
institutions in the United State)
may participate in this program
Another
Latin American
T h is
program
is
in P iap am is the one offered in
conjunction with the Inrtxtu) Merida,
Yucatan
Peninsffls,
d’F.tudes Francaises de Toursis; M w X a C v . T h j * p n o y e m je a fall
in Tour, France. The French term program and is offered in
Foreign Studies Program wffl conjunction with Central CoBege
take place in July and Augurt.-ft in Pella, Iowa.
is recommended that you
Courses being offered include
register early for this program. political
scaenoe,
Spanish
Classes will be held within the lan g u ag e
an d
literature,
century town sociology, anthropology, ait,
house. They wffl be led by the geography, and history. There
resident director, Pierre E. wffl also be opportunities to
Robert. Mr. Robert is a faculty study
Mayas
culture and
member o f Grand Valley’s particularly to explore in d e n t
foreign language department and
is also a faculty member o f the
Tour’s insritut. Robert w m y
"courses are open to
the U.S. group
Inrtitut. if there is
wffl

dvfiization. These dames a n
ta n ^ rt by both Gsaad Valley
and Andrian prof— o n . The
afternoons are free for study,

none of the places above sound
good to you. WeU, cheer up
because there are three Latin
American programs that are
offered.

be

specialty
fo r the
M Up to IS

of
of

by C. J. C miwm
T h s is a
_____
dedicated to (la 900 ita ilia ii
existing in the donas o f Grand
Valley. It is an attempt to
improve the life o f the resident
hall occupant by means of nears,
attempted humor and helpful
information
about
what’s
happening at and around Grand
Valley. This column wil! be in
the Lantborn for the rem aiaue
three issues this year and if
successful, it will reappear this
coming fail.

Bunkhouse Informer

Regidenft Noll

Important Stuff ToKnow
Want to get involved for a
ange? If your a McGovern
to work for him in his bid to win
th e
MSdugan
p ffn ii" ti* ‘
primary on Tueaday, May 16th.
If you're interested can Steve
Tharp a t ext. S17.
The CAS FaO “ dream book**
of dam schedules will be
available m the records office
May 8th. Students can then pick
out all the dames they wanted
to take and sign up on the
appropriate data for different

news

the cost o f the equipment loat
w il be passed on to the student,
it is in your better interest to
return it.
It was rumored that since the
last two midnight break, ads left
the commons dining Room in
such a complete mess, that the
A.R.A. had decided against the
June Midnight breakfast, but
they chained their mind. Tins
one will be held outside, with
ham burger and hot dogs. This
time the food fights start, the
; will only ruin the grass, etc.

If you are interested in
nm aiag for office m the CAS
com m unity
government.
petitions are available at the
Exco offices in Seidman House.
The petition: are due May !! at
4:00 p.m. The election wffl be
held May IS.
The A.R.A. requests th at all
its silverware that has been
“ borrowed** since September, be
returned by June. Total value o f
the loss exceeds SI,000. Since

COPELAND HOUSE:
7 90 0
and guests will embark oa a wild
canoe excureos on the wfld
Manistee River. Hopefully, all
will have returned by Sunday.
Wonder where your $6.00
dona activity fee has gone? The
House Council has posted a
complete list of all expenditures
rinc* September in the lobby.
Any Copeland House resident
is invited to the House Council
meeting held every Sunday at 8
p.m.

New Program In Deaf Education
A new program in deaf
education joined the -special
education o fferin g o f Grand
Valley
State
C ol!ege*s
Educational Studies Institute
this year. Its three phases o f
development at the college and
within
munity dassronaw, enable
not only the
to
bachelor’s
, but also State
of

com m itm ent
have
been
developed in three phases
e n title d '.
“ Practicum ,”
“ P re-Internship,**
and

Coopsrav P e , Grand R apids and
Muskegon.
Their
experi
allows students to
if work with the
approval to teach the
is, as Carpenter
impaired, as
as approval to nates,
ihc* rauiy want to
teach the
tally retarded o r do.** It
also allows the
disturbed. “ With Educational Studies Institute
this type o f bnck^ound,** Craig and public school personnel an
Carpenter, coordinator o f the opportunity to “evaluate the
“ a wide range o f student’s potential for
d advanced rtndy the area of
opportunities are open to Grand
;■ tfc
Valley g s d a d es."
into a forty
propara. Twenty weeks o f this
Approved by the State o f time will he spent as teacher
U irk in n Board o f Education in
w orkup m Grand Rapids
1971, tbs new
Muskegon classrooms for
99 weeks o f a * hearing impaired. The fifth
day, Cmpeater states, “ Will be
1to
of
Its
• and
the deaf, and core
years

of

e d u c a tio n s !

S S h S u MMMx.** Frdtow ^ n the

side program, students spend ten
weeks as student teachers in
regular daasroomt, and another
ten weeks as student teachers in
dasuoom s for the hearing
impaired. The latter part of

ROBINSON HOUSE:
Tomorrow, May 6th, there
will he a ravin
Free
be provided for
involved.
The House Council voted 123
dollan to be used to purchase
basketball bsckboerda for the
Copdand-Robinsoo parking lot.
There will be a dance on May

w fia b o be in Muskegon.
Fag 1973. wffl find senior
year students beginning their 39
is teachers o f

Carpenter explained,
this time the intern is paid a
partial salary and an intern
consultant is aangned to work
with the intcrnintMb dau ro o m
one day per

13, from 8 to mi
Admianon will be free to all
dorm students. The band is
“ U nde Zip.”
K1STLER HOUSE:
One possible project to be
held by the House Council u an
inter-dorm baseball tournament
Trophy* will be awarded to the
best teams.
Kistler is also participating in
a blood drive set for May 17th.
Students are asked to donate
pint (of blood). The drive wil
be held in the Fietdhouse.
As of the House Counci
Meeting on April 2S, the
treasury had a total o f 1.037.S7
dollars left. Of the money left,
33S dollan can be returned to
students in the form of
has been proposed and set
for basketball hoops plus
additional
$125
has been
proposed and set aside for the
dorm picnic.
K istler
House
Council
meetings are held every Tuesday
at 6 : 1S.

n n r r iA

;w a s
the internship
year, the student « i spend ten
additional weeks as a student
teacher m a second disability
area, such as mental retardation.
Further information about
the new GVSC deaf education
program may be secured from
th e
E d u c a tio n a l
Studies
Grand Vafley State

L

driiilH
summer rates
P&ASLB Ol ADVANCE
5 w eeks *95

49401.

10 w eeks #100

The Embassy
is Larger...
In o r d e r to b e t t e r
acconodate i t s
we have
th e re a r e 2 p o o l
t a b le s , p lu s the
f a m i l i a r b o w lin g
machin e , and
s h u ffle b o a r d .
f o r more fun .
t you r fr ie n d s

i

Tie Embassy
M-45 at 104th

1

mm JM00R

HfCLOSED POOL
e w r y d er a t no e x tr a
charge*
L iv e and stu d ? In

AX*-con>mo*n>

LOOK W H O ’S
BRINGING

IN THE MALE

The Punts Place* T h a t's
who* K ith a f a r out bunch
o f male slack s and je a n s
p ile d so high* i t ' l l bog
yo u r eyes out* S rery s ty le
in every sice*
#
THE PANTS PLACE
RASTBROOK m a i l

ANNOUNCEMENTS

C O N C ER T S
and
other su ch o d d itie s
By Jeff Brown

S e n io rs

On Saturday April 29. 1972 1 raw a big sign, it raid.
Concert Cancelled. 1 though, wow what a drag, so 1 called
Jeff Nemens. He told me that Beautiful Day had
telegraphed to him that they would hare to cancel as a
result o f “sickness. " Taf Mafhal had cancelled about a
week before as a result o f some date mix ups. The
Chamber Bros, were supposed to replace them, and then
they couldn’t, so John Manning was called in to fill for
them. A fter all this. It seems that the only band that could
have played for sure was Genya Ravan. Many people
turned in their tickets after Taf Mahal cancelled, and after
Beautiful Day cancelled the most logical alternative left for
the people involved was to cancel the concert. The G.R.
Free Schools, who had been the benefit organization from
the concert might still get a chance at the next show,
giving them some bread, but it's all sort o f up in the air,
until contracts etc. can be worked out.
So why do concerts here constantly get cancelled? It's
not student activities, it's the bands, the managers, or the
agents, depending on the particular concert that you refer
to. With the budget that student activities gets for
concerts, they do a job to be applauded. So let's keep the
faith, and hope that every band doesn’t follow the
example that Sly and the Family Stone have been setting
for the past couple years. ( They usually have been either
late or absent for more than 50% o f their gigs.)
N ext on the agenda for concerts here are Australia’s
“Daddy Cool” and California's “Flash Cadillac and the
Continental Kids. ’’ The two bands specialize in the 50’s
rock 'n roll, that most folks attribute to Sha Na No. It
seems that Daddy Cool had a big hit called The Eagle
Rock, which was number one in both Melbourne and
Sydney. The biggest thing to come out o f Australia in
years, (maybe since the Bee Gees) all these claims have
been made by folks like Down Under Publications, and
Album-makers and distributors.
Flash Cadillac and the Continental K its seem to be the
greasiest looking o f the two bands. The nice combed,
greased hair, the pitted out shirts, the wrap around shades,
the penny loafers, and all the other things that m elt
success fo r the 50’s movement o f today. The information
that f have indicates that the band is real, honest bad duds
looking for, to do some freaks, some norm, or at least
that’s m y impression. The concerts they give draw
audiences that are at times 1/4 Marines, and the rest
looking like they were the enemy, greased, with bouffant
hairdos and bubblegum fo r the girts. But all and all they
are supposed to be sort o f a bouncy bunch o f greasy’s with
nice friendly comments and puns running constantly back
and forth among members o f the group. I t ’s a good idea to
be ready for almost anything when these two bands get it
together on May 7,1972 in our Field House.
Hey. does anything ever happen in ,G. 7.S.C.’s music
department like concerts or anything? I ’ve never seen any
publicity anywhere, although 1 know they do some thing’s.
I ’m not implying m y thing. 1 just wonder.
George Benson has a new and really fine album out
called White Rabbit. I t’s arranged by Don Sebesky, and
Herbie Hancock and a bunch o f other guys are on it. I t’s
ae.am
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majoring

students

aid application
for next year into the
aid office by May 25.

the ndw Applied
Training course to be offered in
the fall quarter o f 1972. Thirty
hours per week o f oa the job
involvement at specialty selected
agencies, readings, a daily log,
weekly tutorials with the course
coordinator,
and a
final
integrative paper are required for
10 hours o f credit. Dr. Collins
can be reached at extension 330
and is located in 407 Mackinac.

1972.
In reviewing the financial aid
filet, we have foynd that many
students have not completed
their applications for next year.
This has prompted the financial
aid office to extend the due date
from May 1, 1972 to May 15,
1972.
Please note! Students must
reapply each year for financial
aid and those students applying
after May 15, 1972 can not be
guaranteed renewal o f their
financial assistance for the
1972-73 school year.

C o m m e n c e m e n t
Announcements
and
Name
Cards are on sale in the
Bookstore.
They will
be
available as long as the supply
lasts.
Name
cards,
2/5;
announcements, 2Sc each or
5/S1.20.
PSease
watch for
an
announcement in the near future
rcfatuiiig robes. You do not
have to be measured for robes.
Not all the services on this
campus coat you money nor are
they a rip-off. You can j s t a free
chest x-ray on May 9. There will
be a T.B. bus out in front of
Lake Michigan Hall from 10 in
the morning until 4 in the
afternoon that will give a chest
x-ray to anyone who desires one.
If you haven't had one during
the last twelve months, now is
the time to get one.

NEW

AH students planning to j o
into special education who

presently

sm Dr.
R obot V . Cottas, in the CAS

would normally
during the next
muet submit an ippbcation and
aae Robert J. Crow prior to June
1, 1972. You can find him in
2J0 Lake Huron HaU or you can
call Ext. 391.
Attention: The Educational
Studies Institute, under the
direction o f the International
Education Program, is accepting
applications for student teaching
in Venezuela for the 1972-73
school year. If you plan to

student , teach next year and are
interested, please contact Dr.
Dele Olsen and/or Mr. Row
o p e n l DeHaan at the Educational
Tbe Bookstore w fl be open
Monday a n d ! Studies Institute office, room
7:30 p.
during springl 210 Lake Huron HaU, no later
than May 12.

Auditions for Pig Pen
A brand new p la y b y black play-wright Ed BuUines is being
brought to campus this term. The play, “ Pig Pen," deals with the
problems of race, dope, sex and identity, not as a moral lesson, hut
as day to day reality. Role playing as an alternate route to
acceptance is one of the primary concepts that the piay focuses on.
Tryouts for the play, directed by Mervin
will be held Monday
May 8. They will take place in tbe Fine Arts Center between 1:00
and 3:00 p.m. and 6:00 to 7:00 p.m. There are parts for nine males
(seven black and two white) and two females, (one black and one
white).
Scripts can be picked up from Laura Salazar of the Theatre Dept.
Her office is 132 F.A.

BARTOK

HOLDS

SURPRISES

in a solo. This introduces the
basic theme. This theme is
bounced
around,
other
sub-themes are introduced, but
the
primary
theme,
with
variations, remains throughout.
The theme is atispis sytterioua
and melodic which adds to the
flavor of the Concerto. The moat
interesting portions are where
the simple theme is played by
the Viola3 and then later the
woodwinds echo it. After many
liste n in g s
th e n
portions
for Viols St continue to amaze me.
There is a cadenza m toe

middle of the cut which I still
puzzle over. I think that here,
Bartok’s idea is ’ w t in the
rewriting.
One thing which bothers me
is why
H iautm iin always
seems to be on the flip tide to
Bartok. This I find moat
disturbing, because I have no
great respect for Hindemith. Not
because be is not played weil,
but because I don’t like his style.
I think this is the beat effort
Bartok put forward, but I would
very much like to hear another
recording o f this piece.

Raphael Hfflyer and the Japan
PhUharmonic Orchestra
H-71239
by Bruce

/* etmsm
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The
la te st
Bartok
good jazz now. I t’s warm and cuddly, and Benson does composition
is unlike any o f his
some Spanish guitar work on it that is really a rush. The
title cut starts with a trumpet fanfare in a Spanish m ood other wastes, he died before he
completed it. The conerto was
followed by the Bensoguitar and some mellow singing in completed by one o f Bartok’s
the distance. I t’s good, i f your on to Jazz at all. or maybe
this fact, I feel
all is a good
if you dorl t even like Jazz, this one Is enough for
of
Bartok’s
everybody who gets It on with any music.
That* a n a few portions
So. I went to see BangU Desh at the MidtoWn In G.R. It,
to cry out for
like th e album, is done with expertise. I couldn’t help Bartok’s
final
tourism,
noticing the excitement in the audience o f the theatre, and fortiianiniy sheer areas are few.
I ’d m y the anticipation was weU founded. I t’s a fine m ovie,
TWa album held a few
with som e fin e photography and. o f course, the music and
for aw. P in t, was my
JlM M M
showmanship was superior to m oat I ’ve seen a t concerts
P
h
i
l
h
a
r
m
o
a
i
c
O
rchestra
anyplace, anytim e, anywhere. BiBy Preston runs around
thM Concerto. I W
the stage, and everybody gets It on when h e’s doing Ms
of a h
number. The whole theatre was tapping their fe e t to
tU a
Jumpin’ Jack Flash and Youngblood b y Russell, and HoUy
Is
the
(a certain lady) sold, the man’s g o t sex appeal plus. George,
o ff magnificent as usual, superior a t alt •ha

o f comae. exceBent. I t’s the fUck o f the year, from the
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INTERVIEW - PRESIDENT LUBBERS
E d ito r ’s S’o te 'S tu d e n ts often
have trouble understanding the
actions o f the College. The
College Adm inistration often has
trouble explaining its actions to
the students. The Lanthorn
often has trouble finding enough
action to fill tw elve pages. In an
effort
to
alleviate
these
problems, Paul Johnston and Ed
Hoogterp called on G. V.S.C.
President A rend Lubbers last
Friday
and
recorded
hit
comments on a variety o f issues.
The follow ing is a partial
transcription
of
the
conversation.
L a n t h o r n : The
mo st
frequent complaint that we hear
from students is that the college
is getting to big, too fast.
Enrollment increased by almost
25% this year, and your
projection of 5,000 students
next >'fsr is almost as urge a
jump. 'Can the college continue
to grow this fast without some
loss in educational quality?
Lubbers: I hope that we can.
We have some things going for us
now that the college did not
have going for it previously
when it was growing. There are
more
qualified
professors
available so as we grow we can
expect to find good people to
fill the positions that will be
needed to cope with the added
growth.
Lanthorn What about the
problem of the student body
growing
faster
than
the
facilities?
Lubbers That is a difficult
problem because when people
become accustomed to using
facilities at a certain rate, they
get uncomfortable when the rate
o f usage is increased. The state
legislature talks about increasing
the use of the facilities, so it all
depends on your point of view.
Of the buildinp that we have
now, the library and the
fieldhouse were designed for a
college o f 6,000. The science
building was designed fof 3,000
and that’s why we are pushing
hard for a new science building.
The Commons certainly is not
designed for 6,000 so we’re
building a new student center.
The Fine Arts Center was
supposedly designed for a
student body of 6,000 but I
think it is somewhat inadequate
to that size. But, I’m not so sure
that our facilities are inadequate.
There ire ssasy
than we are that don't have as
good facilities. It's a m atter of
using the facUitiee differently
and getting used to

differently.
Lanthorn Is it true that
classes will be running later,
perhaps till 8:00 p.m. next year?
Lubbers There are plans to
have a few classes later, not only
because of growth but for the
convenience of those people
who can take them later, rather
than earlier.
U nthorn With WJC, TJC
and
now College IV, all
experimenting
with
non-trsditional
methods
of
education, can we assume that
e xper im ent atio n
will
be
discouraged in CAS in order to
maintain one traditional college.
Lubbers I think that CAS is a
well established college and the
people in CAS will have to
determine that for themselves. !f
they wish to continue teaching
using more traditional methods
they wiii do so. I’m sure that
there will be people in CAS who
will want to experiment with
non-traditional
teaching
methods, and they will be
encouraged to do that. CAS is an
established entity and as a
college it will have to work out
its own approaches to education.
L a n t h o r n How
much
autonomy do the colleges have
in determining things like this?
Lubbers The colleges have a
great deal o f autonomy in
determining what methods they
are going to use.
SIAISI#
Lanthoffi !« th
where the central administration
puts
restrains
on
experimentation?
Lubbera If you look at the
traditional hJerachy, the Board
of Control has the ultimate
power in all issues. And of
course all o f the college’s have
the same president so he
obviously bM tome power in this
area if he cheeses to use it. But
there is also, in academic, a
concept of faculty authority and
pOwer in areas of ciniculum and
teaching methods. Therefore, we
do very little to interfere with
the way each of the colleges
operate*. Any influence that I
have or the Board o f Control has
at this point is fairly indistinct.
We have quite an influence on
the original concepts for each of
the colleges, but once that
concept is set, if the colleges
want to move* with it, then we
don't interfere. I do t make
occasionally suggestions to the
coilsgss in what ! think they
should do. Sometimes they
follow the suggestions and
they don’t. There
i*t bean much conflict on

this point to my knowledge.
Lanthorn Since some of the
Grand Valley State Colleges are
experimental in nature, what
happens if one of them fails?
Lubbers It’s very difficult to
kill
off
an
educational
institution once it’s started. One
of the reasons for this is that
sometimes the people in a
college adjust quickly when
they’re in danger of failing. But
a college could die, for example,
if it failed over a long period of
tio e to be accredited and
c o u l d n ’t
attract
enough
students. I think it depends on
the students. If there are no
students, a college will die, if
there are student it will probably
survive. But the rest of us would
not want an institution to
survive that was not given some
mark of quality. If they had "There will be people in CAS who will want to experiment with
students but could never get any non-traditional methods of education and they will be encouraged to
kind of recognition of doing any do s o . . . ”
kind of job, or were just a
Lubbers How
can
you matter. We had put hardly any
diploma mill, then I think we’d
measure
equivalency
in a money into football and now
try to kill it off internally. But
quantiative way? When people we’re beefing up that budget,
that probably won’t happen
across the state, and I hope but not by just pouring money
because if a college looks like it
across the nation, become more into the football program and
will be killed, it will change. So I
don’t think any of our colleges’ familiar with our system, they taking it away from the other
will begin to talk in terms of the sports.
will die unless enrollment in
Secondly, I think that it
individual colleges. Then if you
general drops off.
say I have a degree from Thomas would be incorrect to read very
Lanthorn With TJC, and now
into
Mr.
Dufek’s
Jefferson College or the College much
college IV offering degrees for a
of Arts and Science o f the Grand appointment as athletic director.
type of course work that really
Valley State Colleges, they will He was not appointed because
is a lot different than what is
begin
to
understand
the he had been a football player
usually taught in colleges, is this
and coach or because we were
difference.
going to change the way we look
L a n t h o r n The
college committed to building up
at people having degrees or the
recently decided to allocate football at the expense of the
way we consider the value of the
$1 5 ,0 0 0
for
f o o t b a l l other sports.
degree itself?
Lanthorn: It has been said
scholarships. Why is this money
Lubbers I don’t know quite
going to football rather than to that the college initiated the
What It's going tfe mean as the more established sports?
football program as a sort of
education changes, not only
Lubbers No, I think we went public relations effort. The
here, but elsewhere. We’ve been into football because we felt suggestion here is that th*
a very degree conscious society.
that to have a well rounded publicity generated by football
YOU o i n tO SuiVS m
tO get
physical education prograui, «-c might make it easier to recruit
ahead. 1 have a feeling that we’re should have football. I don’t students and to get money from
moving into an era where more think we should be any sport in private contributers or the State
people will be interested in what
which we have disastrous results, Legislature.
they learn and whether that
and 1 don’t think last years
Lubbers: I don’t believe that
learning really help# them to
football results were very good.
develop as individuals or to Our objective is just to have a winning football games is going
develop career skills. The degree good sound football program, to help us get money from the
will not be the end in itself.
and
it
does
take
more legislature, nor do I think that it
I’m sure, however, that
participants than many o f the will build up political su p p o rt
people will like to have degrees other sports do. So we look for the College. I do think that a
for the work they do. The upon that as one of our problem good athletic program has some
degree is not going to fade away areas right now and therefore public relations value. If you
but 1 do think that there is an put more money into it for next have a solid program, people
seem to know about it and
increasing interest in learning year.
about
the college. Feopie who
something because the person
are
not
athletes or ex-cthletes
wants to know it or needs to
Lanthorn Why is the football
also
follow
sport: sc it can be
know it and I think that his will field being built sow, while the
helpful
from
this standpoint.
continue in future generations of outdoor track and the boathouse
Having
strong
programs in
college students.
are being put off till some
football,
basketball,
crew,
L su th o rn What
is
the indefinite time in the future?
tennis,
track
and
all
the
rest
will
purpose o f the degree?
L u b b e r s Indefinite,
but
help
the
College
in
public
L u bbers The
d eg ree plans are being made so that we
can add a track later. I don't relations, but we don’t exist for
or that's what know just when, poeribly next public relations purposes. We
it's eupposed to do. I hope that year we can complete the track. exist as an institution for
U w S continue to do that.
The indoor track may be education. Some people think
inadequate for the needs o f the that athletics is s part of
don't. I
CAS Or Colegs IV
track
team,
but
not as
to
feel
that
a
foot bad
to
We couldat
to build both
You brought up
this year...We built
the
ouartloo
o
f
politics. You and
tennis courts before we built a
the
other
edmtntotratora
sseui to
football field.. .Ws tty to
•
lot
o
f
time
lobbying
the aaads aa they c o s e to our
for
U ell this
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FOOTBALL FORCED ON
GRAND VALLEY ?

PITCHERS IMPROVING;
C TA D T T H W IK I
LAKERS
J
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by Rich Neil

In th e p a st fe w w ee k s th e d o s e w o rk o f R ip C ollins,
SPLIT W ITH
h ea d fo o tb a ll c o a c h ; C harles Ir w in , chairm an o f p h y sic a l
e d u c a tio n a n d a th e le tic s; a n d D o n a ld D u fe k . n e w ly
HILLSDALE
a p p o in te d d ire a c to r o f in tcr-co llcg ia tc a th e le tic s. appears
Grand Valley ran their losing
to ha ve b ro u g h t a fo o tb a ll fa c ility to th e G rand V alley
streak to 5 games by dropping
ca m p u s fo r th e F all o f '72.
•he first game of a double header
T h e fa c ility w ill n o t be fu lly c o m p le te d th is year, b u t it
7-1 to Hillsdale, but ended the
is h o p e d th a t en o u g h w ill be c o m p le te d so th a t G rand streak by winnins the second
V alley can p la y so m e h o m e fo o tb a ll gam es th is fa ll.
3-2.
In the opener, Rich Miller gun for Aquinas with a two-run
E x c a v a tio n w o rk on th e p la y in g fie ld w ill begin in a fe w
held the Lakers to only three single in the fourth, and a run
w eeks. U n d erg ro u n d lin e s fo r a sp rin k lin g s y s te m a n d th e
w iring th e sco re b o a rd w ill be la id b e fo re th e fie ld is hits while Hillsdale backed him scoring double in the sixth.
with 9 of their own including a
The
Lakers
used
four
so d d ed . F o r th e p re se n t, th e p o rta b le blea ch ers w hich w ill home run by Don Folmar.
pitchers, and starter Dave Sadler
be d o u b le d to a sea tin g c a p a c ity o f 4 .0 0 0 w ill be u sed
Jeff Gillespie started and picked up the loss, his first
took
the loss, his third of the decision of the year.
P erm a n en t sea tin g , dressin g a n d co n ce ssio n fa c ilitie s, a n d a
young
season for Grand Valley.
press b o x w ill b e a d d e d in th e fu tu r e .
In
the second game Tim
P relim in a ry g ro u n d w o rk fo r a tra ck w ill also begin th is
Ruffing gave up just 6 hits en
yea r, b u t n e ith e r th e fin is h e d tra c k su rfa c e o r th e fie ld
route to his first win of the
e v e n t fa c ilitie s w ill be c o m p le te d u n til a la te r date.
STRONG PITCHING
season; and two of those hits
T h is leads m e to th e q u e stio n o f w h y th e a th e le tic
were solo home runs by Don
EARNS SWEEP
a d m in istra tio n is p u sh in g so stro n g ly fo r th e fo o tb a ll Folmar and Dave Sacharsky,
accounting for Hillsdale’s only
p rogram a t G rand V alley.
two runs.
I th in k i t is tim e th e a d m in istra tio n sits d o w n a n d lo o k s
The Lakers scored two in the
a t th e e n tire sp o rts program a t G rand V alley, because it
third on a walk to Ruffing, and
Grand
Valley’s
baseball
appears to m e th a t th e y are h e a d ed in th e w rong d ire c tio n
doubles by Ron Velthouse and
season went on a up-serge last
Mike Pojeski.
a n d are d o in g a d isservice to th e co lleg e a n d th e a th e le tic
Wednesday when the Lakers
They acored the winning run
program .
their
first
the seventh on singles by c o m p l e t e d
In the first place, / wish to question the need for a in
doubleheader
sweep
of
the
year
Ruffing and Dan Fischer and a
football field that will be in use by the fall o f '72, over an sacrifice fly by Ron Velthouse. by beating Kalamazoo College,
outdoor track facility. I am not against a football field but
Through the first s x games 3-1 and 3-2, in ten innings. This
I do feel that an outdoor track is more important at this Dan Fischer is the leading hitter raised the season’s record for the
Lakers to 4-6.
time. Coach Clinger has one o f the finest small college with a .350 average, followed by
In the opener, Chip Greene
Atkinson .300, and Rick
track teams in the state, y e t he has no facility at home to Sonny
and
Bob Conser teamed up to
Bultema .266. Mike Pojeski leads
hold
Kalamazoo to only one run
work with.
in RBI’s with five.
on
seven
hits. Greene in his tin t
But then again, look at the rowing team. Coach Paul
start o f the season pitched
Springer must spend a large percentage o f his budget fust
shutout ball until the fifth, when
TRIP AQUINAS
in transporting the crew team into Grand Rapids to
three
straight
singles
by
practice. Why must he do this when the Grand River is less
in s e v e n t h
Kalamazoo forced coach Jim
Command to being in Conser
than
mile from the fieldhouse? The answer is because
who held them off the rest of
The
Lakers
extended
their
the administration will not spend the under $10,000
the way to gain his second save
two
games
by
chopping
Aquinas
needed to set up the facility here.
of the year.
2*1 in the first game of a
/ asked Mr. Charles Irwin if he thought the program was doubleheader, b\it saw it end
The Lakers picked up single
being spread too thin and he said, "No way can you say we quickly when Aquinas came runs in both the third and fourth
innings on runs, producing
have spread ourselves too thin. ” Well, Mr. Irwin, I think back to take the nightcap 7. 3 .
singles
by Mike Pojeski and Chip
It
appeared
as
if
Grand
Valley
you are grossly mistaken because you are trying to force a
Greene. Ron V dthouse’s second
would lose the first game
successful football program on Grand Valley and I don’t because of their inability to double o f the game .drove in the
think it will work.
Lakers third run in the sixth.
score funs even though they
In the second, game it was
O f Grand Valley’s then intercollegiate sports, most o f were given many chances.
the tine pitching o f Jeff Gillespie
p itch er,
Steve
them are what I would call very successful in that we can Aquinas*
lfjynnHf|
whn
went
the
and the 10th
by
Dan Fischer that saved the
distance, loaded the bases in
compete with almost anyone o f our own size and not be in both the second and third double victory for Grand Valley.
any way embarrassed. But how did they develop„ not by innings but manages to get out
Gillespie gave up just seven
geing given a lot o f money; it was hard work by both of both innings with no runs hits, while striking out eight, in a
being scored.
pitching due! with John Dillman
students and coaches.
•Aquinas put their lone run up
of Kalamazoo. It w u Gillespie’s
Yet the administration has given Rip Collins the largest
on the board in the fifth on three
first win of the year after thee
budget to work with, which can be justified because it is •ingles
by KrynocR, Larry early season losses.
an expensive sport. But they also threw in $15,000 in Schafer, and Don Maher.
Th* Lakers got their first run
scholarships. Dave Sharphorn, this past year, had three full
It ippCMCu mi if that WOUld in the third when Mike Pqjeski
rides for his basketball program, but that is nothing in be all the scoring d itil with one doubled in Fischer. Their second
comparison to what Mr. Collins has been given to work outin the bottom 01 the seventh, came in the fifth on a scarifioe
when Dan Fischer hit a fly ball fly by Rick Kogetman.
with.
that Maher dropped, putting him
With two-out in the tenth and
How can the administration justify this, when we have on second. Then Ron Velthouse the score tied 2-2, Dsn Fischer
people like Rick Vaughn. Grand Valley’s first singled to bring in Fischer, and singled to bring in Rick Ruttesna
All-American, and Bob Eubanks, an outstanding trackman, the tiring run, and advanced to with the winnins run.
plus any number o f other people I could name not second when the throw to home
hit pitcher Kiynock on the foot.
receiving one cent in atheletic scholarships.
U A i pnjmki then
16
Another point is we still don’t even have an atheletic
in

trainer, not even a part-time one; could not that S15,000
be better spent to protect our present atheletes rather than
pay future ones.
I feel it is tim e the administration works to support the
students body and the school asa whole rather than trying
to build a winning football program a t the expense o f the
other nine sports and the atheletes. Many larger
universities, V o f D fo r example, have already dropped
their football programs because they are too expensive, so
why are we pouring att o f our money into football when it
can be ju st as useful if n ot more so in other areas?
A nd i f you, th e administration, don ’t believe yo u ’re
forcing football on us, ask yourselfju st one question. Why
d id you hire a ex-football player and coach m
t?

distance far the Lakers, and
up jm t seven hits in
win o f. the

FERRIS W INS
H IGH SCORING
DOOM BIEADER

The Lakers just starting to
come around, had their three
game winning streak stopped;
their record now stands at 4-8.
In the first game. Grand
Valley took a 3-0 lead in the
third when Dan Fischer and Bob
Conser
singled;
To m
Puszykowski of Ferris hit a
hatter to load them up. Then a
groundout and a double by
Sonny Atkinson brought them
in.
But that was all she wrote for
Grand Valley, because in the
fourth Ferris came up with seven
runs on seven hits, a walk, and
three stolen bases. Ferris picked
up their last two runs in the
fifth.
Puszykowski
went
the
distance and picked up the win
while Mason Look the loss of
Grand Valley. Sonny Atkinson
had three hits, a triple, a double,
and a single.
Grand Valley was never in the
nightcap as Ferris scored six
times in the second, and led 8-3
after three. The Lakers scored
nine rum of. their own, but the
pitching staff gave up II to
Fenis.
Dick Lincoln w n the •tarter
and loser for Grand Valley whiie
Dave Oie got the win in relief for
Ferris.
Mike
Pojeski and Ron
Velthouse both had two hits and
two RBI’s for the losing Lakers.

MASON THROWS
SHUT-OUT A J
ST. JOSEPH

Lari Saturday Grand Valley
completed a busy week in its

KaouKafl

doubleheader with St. Joseph
College of Indiana, losing the
first game 2- 1, but coming back
to win the aecond 3-0.
In the first game, Grand
Valley acored its only run in the
first when Frank Waakelis
walked with the bates loaded.
Ij i f f

w itr W

T im

RnM nt

held S t Joseph scoreieas through
the first five innings. But they
tied it np in the rixth, end won
it in the seventh off relief

Crew Team
Long Trip
Homo After
D e fe a t
On Saturday April 22, the
Laker Rowing team took a long
trip to S t Catharines, Ontario,
with rather disappointing results.
The Laker; came in third in
the 2,000 meter varsity • eight
race. Buffalo State won in a time
of 6:17, Canisius College was
second, 6:24, Grand Valley
third, 6:28, and the University
of Buffalo was last.
In the junior vanity - eights
only two teams entered and
Buffalo State defeated the
Lakers in a time of 6:15.
Grand Valley took second in
the freshman eight race at 6:40,
two seconds ahead of Buffalo
State. Canisius won the race in a
time o f 6:32.
It was a cold and drizzly day
at the Henley Rowing G ob off
Lake Ontario, but Laker Coach
Paul Springer said a slight
tailwind increased during the
day helping the racing times.

Surprise
at
MACRA
This past Saturday, Coach
Paul Springer's crew team pulled
a
few
surprize
at
the
Mid-America Collegiate Rowing
Association regatta at Marietta,
Ohio.
In
th e
2,000-meter
varsity-eight
race won by
Marietta, Grand Valley came in
fifth with a time of S: 16.4. The
importance of the race was in
the fact that the Lakers edged
out Wayne State, who took sixth
place. Wayne earlier this year
had defeated Grand Valley on
the Detroit River.
The varsity-4's was also won
by Marietta with the Lakers
second.
In the freshman-eight race
Grand VaDey was third behind
Marietta
and Purdue, but
finished ahead of the favored
Virgina boat.
Coach Springer said the
Lakers “ really did better than I
eojUd^everjmagn^

TO B R EA K R EC O R D S
FAIL TO
QUALIFY
Coach Bill Clinger and his
track men m t another school
record in trying to qualify for
the NAIA Nationals in Bulling*,
Montana.
The weather ctcrr.cd io be s
deciding factor since it was cold
and raining at the Ohio State
University meet last weekend
and probably G.V. should have
brought the crew team with
them. The mile-relay team of
Dave Black, John Fix, Dennis
Harris, and Bob Eubanks slushed
through the track to get the old
schools record by 4 seconds and
to establish a new record of
3:27.7. Bob Eubanks tied his
own record in the 100 yard dash
with a 9.9. In the 440-880 relay,
Grand Valley almost placed to
take the trip to Biflings, but in
all, the day showing was good
practice.

SECOND AT
HILLSDALE
This past Saturday Grand
Valley’s track team took part in
the HMedals College Relays, and
away with a

the eight team field, Grand
Valley had 58, followed by
Hillsdale 50, Ferris State 39,
Manchester o f Indiana 38,
Spring Arbor 25, Marion of
Indiana 11, and Northwood
Institute 4.
Grand Vaiiey captuiou Six
first places of a possible 18.
Again leading the way for the
Lakers were Bob Euhanks and
John Fix. Eubanks won the 100
yard dash in 9.9, while Fix
captured the long jump with a
leap of 21 % feet. Both teamed
up with Dave Black and Dennis
Harris, to win the 880 yard relay
in 1:31.2, and with Harris and
Dean Breist to win the sprint
medley relay in 1:01 .8 .
The other two winners for
Grand Valley were Rick Cooley
in the high jump at 6-5, a new
school record, and Nick Chorney
in the pole vault.at 13 feet 6
inches.
Other high finishers for
Grand Valley were Dave Black,
second in the 440 yard dash;
Dean Todd, third in the high
jump; Lance Morley, third in the
pole vault; and the 440 yard
relay team which took second.
The best performance of the
day was by Tom Carr of
Aquinas, who won the shot put,
hammer throw, and discus
events; while placing second in
the mfle run, and also ran a kg
on the winning two mite relay
team.

GOLF TEAM BEIOW PAR
On April 17, Grand Valley’s
Golf team ran up against a
strong Aquinas College team and
fell victims to them 398-407.
The loss left the Lakers’ record
at 2-2 for the season.
The meet's medalist was Mike
Kernicki of Aquinas who shot a
75. Abo under 80 for Aquinas
was John McClain with a 78.
For Grand Valley, John Gage
seas low with a 76, which is also
the lowest score of the year by a
Laker; behind John were Scott
on
D
nuum
w iu i
OV,
«A\
McGrain 81, Steve Leuchtmann
84, and Mark Bishop with an 86 .
The meet was played at
Aquinas’ home course, The
Alpine Golf Course, and was in
very fine condition considering
the bad weather conditions of
the preceding few days.

The following day the Lakers
took part in a tri-meet at
Northwood Institute with the
third team being Aquinas.
Grand Valley came up second
best
with a 327 edging
Northwood Institute by only
one stroke. Aquinas won the
meet with a total of 321.
Low score of the day came
from
Bob
Fairchild
of
Northwood with a 75. Abo
under 80 were Mike Kernicki of
Aquinas, and Steve Leuchtmann
of Grand Valley at 78. Other
Laker scorers were Mark Bishop
and Duane Langland both at 82,

and John Gage with an 85.
year. Last * year the Lakers
The meet was played at Curry finished next to last, hut this
Park in Midland, which is a year they were eighth ir. the 20
9-hold par 36 course
team field.
The Lakers dual meet record
The two eight finishers were
is now 3-3. Tri-meets are scored Central Michigan University 308,
as two dual meets.
Detroit College of Business 310,
Alma and Albion both at 311,
Aquinas, Kalamazoo College,
and
Calvin at 313, and Grand
On April 21, Grand Valley
Valley
at 317.
traveled to Big Rapids for a
Medalist
on the par 72, Pine
tri-meet against Ferris and
River
Golf
Course
was John Klee
Hillsdale Colleges; and again
of
Central,
with
a
74.
placed second to keep their
For the Inkers, Scott Hoover
record even at four win* and
was
low with s 76, followed by
four losses.
Steve
Leuchtmann 77, Mark
Ferris won the meet with a
Bishop
81, and Randy Horrona
score of 421, the Lakers had
with
an
83.
431, and Hiilsdale finished with
434.
After an excellent showing at
The conditions for the meet
were very bad; the weather was the Alma Invitational, Oakland
cold and there were also very University on Saturday and were
high winds. The course only a not quite as lucky at they were
9-hole one, to start with, had beaten 305-311, despite the
two nuiina ciuaou wO that tuC •CSJOS I a w K y a t_alrrr
The match pbyed at the par
first four holes had to be played
71 Bald Mountain Course, was
three times each.
Medalist eras Bob Reader of marked by a Urge number of
Ferris, with s 78. For the low scores.
Medalist was Dave DeWolf of
Lakers, Mark Bishop was low
with s 79, followed by Randy Oakland with a 73, other
H errons, 83; Scott Hoover, 84; Oakland scores were Garland
Steve Leuchtmann, 88 ; and John Tarr and John Berger with 77’s
Gage way off his norms! game and John Heilman with a 78.
For the Lakers, Mark Bishop
with a 97.
had a 74, two strokes better
than the previous low of 76 by
Lask Friday Grand Valley’s John Gage. Scott Hoover shot
Golf team took part in the Alma his second 76 in two days
Invitational, and showed what followed by Steve Leuchtmann
Coach Jim Scott has been able with i 79 and Mark .lloane with
to do with his squad, in only one an 82.

Tnmls Scares like Weather;
The Jennie match against
Ferris State College on Tuesday
April
18,
was
qu ite
disappointing for the Lakers
w ith the score in favor of Ferris
5-4.
Since the match was held in
Grand Valley’s backyard, it
would seem that the Lakers
would have an edge over their
opponents, but this did not hold
true. The singles seemed evenly
matched, or at least in wins for
both teams, each winning 3.
Grand Valley’s victors were Gary
Adams, Steve Mooney and Ross
DeMull and the defeated were
Tom Crisman, Rick Bylsma and
Mark Adams making up the
singles.
The doubles proved to be the
deciding factor for G.V.’s loss,
since only one victory came
through, going to Adams Adams.
Although this being the only
victory
coming
from
the
doubles, it 'was not an easy
match since it took 3 sets with
varying scores of 6-2, 0 -6 , 7-5.
The
defeated
w ere
Crisman-Bylsma
and
DeMuU-Mooney and the snatch

their first loss for the season in
doubles, destroying their perfect
record to 3 win; ! !c s .

The
Tennis
match
on
Wednesday April 19, at Aquinas
College proved very profitable
for Coach Sharphorn when his
men finished the match against
Aquinas 7-2 in favor of G.V.
The only two defeats was in
the singles against Tom Croman
and Mark Adams. Gary Adams,
Steve Mooney, Ross DeMull and
Dave Smith all defeated their
opponents in the first two sets.
The doubles posed a minor
problem for Adams-Adams and
Crisman-Smiih but it w'ss over
come
in
the
third
set.
DeMuU-Mooney defeated their
opponents in the first two sets
to make up a perfect days
showing in the doubles.

against Wayne State University
and lost 7-2.
In singles, the only victor was
Gary Adams who defeated Jim
Bajor 6-2, 6-1. Gary seems to
have the makings of a pro with
his win and loss record being a
perfect 7-0. It seems nobody else
on the team has come close in
maintaining such an outstanding
record so far and in all due
respects, let’s see it stay the
same. Tom Crisman, Mark
Adams. Rick Bylsma, Steve
Mooney and Ross Denial! all
tasted defeat with generally two
sets being enough.
The doubles were just as bad
with the only victory coming
from Crisman-Bylsma and still
having a rough go at it against
K.en MauTrlshu Chapmw 6"4.
2-6, 6-0. The losses come from
Adams and Mooney-DeMull
making up a bad day for all.
Maybe next time the match will
be held outside since G.V.
generally can accomplish a
better
showing
in
their
atmosphere of a natural setting
compared to Wayne State's
which is used to an
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Own your own hone f o r no
nore than you pay now f o r
re n t.
Low down payment.
Bank F in an cin g.
W ithin
w a lk in g d ista n c e from the
RESERVE DOR FOR

Gfl MS-4305

■

A MESSAGE FOR THE MAN
WHO WANTS MORE THAN JUST A JOB

I
I
I

a professional career appeals tc you - and - if the freedom to j
yourself, control your own activities, and determine your'
destiny stimulates you - and - if finance as a subject interests j
- and > if educating, guiding, and motivating people to m anage!
KMiey wisely strikes you m a satisfying and worthwhile*
- and - if a substantial, dependable income attracts you
you might be our'kind of man.
|

Wanted: Mala to
Wanted: Jaguar XK-E, coupe or
IS to
apartment
from J
roadster. Call Dave Auasicker at
is
It
S
e
p
t
e
m
b
e
r
IS.
392-3061 or 165 Lake Huron
Hall.
of a swimming pool
an interview on a mutually exploratory basis, telephone J o h n | For Sale: ’65 Tempest LeMans roommate. SI70 for the three
iuidcr at 456-7195 in Grand Rapids.
■ blue with new tires and snow months. C a l *95-6645 for more
J tires only $325. Call Jaaon at information.
l i m m m m m m n i a K m m m m m m m m m l 243-5983.

Calendar

of

English Club Film
21* M«Hr
Chris Science Mtg
274 LMH
Theta Tau Theta
274 LMH
Chris. Fellowship Mtg.
225 Commons
Ten Film Classics
132 LHH

4.5
6:30-8:30
7-

10:30

8- 10
8-12

English Chib Film
218 Mack
Chris. Science Mtg.
274 LafH
Theta Tau Theta
274 LMH
Christian Fellowship
223 Commons
Ten Fflm Classics
132 LHH
Piaget Conference

Friday, May 5
12:30-2:30
3-4:30

8 pm

SHARE Program
249 LMH
John 23rd Parish Prayer
249 LMH
OCA Fflm “The Sergeant'
132 LHH
Sunday, May 7

10:30-11:4$
3-5

I

6-8:30

5-12

Worship Servioe
GT Room
Dusha Quartet
118 PAS
Folk Mam
GT Svuuiu
CCA Ffia* “ TV* i
132 LHH
P /v J " ,

12:30-2:00
3-5

8-12
8
8-12

6-7:30

8-12

2261
Lutheran Student Grp.
224 Cc

7-1 am

6-8:30

12-1:30

Tuesday, May 9
P sget Conference
226 Commons

The Latin American Studies
Program at Grand Valley would
like to encourage all students
between the ages o f 17-22 to
consider speaking part o f their
summer in the Dominican
Republic. This opportunity is
offered by the Michigan Partners
of the Americas whose stated
aim is to send young Americans
to that country “to develop a

SHARE P ro p u a
249 LMH
Community Council
223/224 Commons
“Commander Cody” Concert
Fieidhouse
OCA Film “The Illustrated Man’
132 LHH
Piaget Conference

Free Dance
GT Room
Sunday, May 14

6-7:30

9-10:30
10:30-12

W hot Are
You Doing
This Summer?

Saturday, May 13

8

10-11:30

Ed and MiSie. Hope you have

Friday, May 12

10:30-1 i :45
Monday, May 8

Wanted: People to help sell
steroes. If you are interested,
call 456-1611 between 1 and 3
in the afternoon.

Thursday, May 11

12-1

For
Sale:
Fender
Stratocaster. Fine condition, one
year old. $275. 895*774 for
more information.
Wanted: Male with large motor
cycle, helmet and jacket to
model for pictures. $4.50 per
hour fo r four hours. To model
on Monday May 8 from 6 - 10.
For further information oontact
Mrs. Meaning 837-8925.

Events

Thursday, May 4

For
Sale:
1968 Chevy
Step-van. $1075. Reedy for
trackin’. Must sell, leaving
country. CaO 454-2686. 216
College N.E.

3-4:30

—

•- •— we__
w oraup,
GT Room
Folk Maw
GT Room
CCA Film ‘T h e Illustrated Man”
132 LHH
Monday, May 15

Newspaper Board Mtg.
274 LMH
Lutheran Student Grp.
224 Commons
Tuesday, May 16
Student Life Sit*.
Fieidhouse

I

respect while making a tangible
coairiim uuu to the seeds o f the
host country.” Participants wfll
be involved in w aiting an
community projects such as
or
The program runs from the
first week ia July to the first
week in August. The cost is
relatively inexpensive and there
are some scholarship funds
svailable fhnruWi the Latin
For further information call
Sorensen, 472 Mackinac
HaB, ext. 149.

^ a in in im n in ^

